
Robust Limit Cyle Calulations of OsillatorsS. Lampe1, H.G. Brahtendorf1, E.J.W. ter Maten2, S.P. Onneweer2,R. Laur11 Institute for Eletromagneti Theory and Miroeletronis, University ofBremen, 28334 Bremen, Germany, E-mail: lampe, brahtd,laur�item.uni-bremen.de2 Philips Researh Laboratories, ED&T / Analogue Simulation, 5656 AAEindhoven, The Netherlands, E-mail: jan.ter.maten, siep.onneweer�philips.omAbstrat. Standard approahes for limit yle alulations of autonomous iruitsexhibit poor onvergene behavior in pratie. By introduing an additional peri-odi probe voltage soure we an reformulate the system of autonomous di�erentialalgebrai equations (DAEs) as a system of non-autonomous DAEs with the on-straint that the urrent through the soure has to be zero for the limit yle. A oneor a two stage approah now leads to a greater range of onvergene, but in pratiestill additional tehniques are neessary to improve robustness. The range of on-vergene towards the limit yle for the initial probe amplitude an be expandeddrastially by employing the aÆne invariane tehnique as damping strategy toNewton's method.1 IntrodutionUsing modi�ed nodal analysis, eletroni iruits an be desribed mathe-matially by a system of (nonlinear) di�erential algebrai equations (DAEs)of order N : f(x; t) = i(x; t) + dq(x)dt = 0 (1)where x 2 RN is the vetor of unknown node voltages and branh urrentsof indutors, i : RN�1 ! RN is the vetor of ondutive ontributions tothe iruit equations and q : RN ! RN is the vetor of harges and uxes.We require that i; q are suÆiently smooth funtions and that the partialderivatives with respet to x are available. We further assume that ix isregular for all t, otherwise there is no unique solution of the DAE. In theautonomous ase, equation (1) reads as followsf(x) = i(x) + dq(x)dt = 0 (2)We assume that (2) has at least one non-trivial periodi solution x(t) =x(t+T ) with an a priori unknown period T and that the DAEs do not exhibitany haoti behavior. Additionally, we assume that (2) is uniquely solvablefor any onsistent set of initial onditions x0 at t0. Under these assumptions



the alulation of limit yles of (2) an be written as the solution of theboundary value problem f(x) = i(x) + dq(x)dt = 0x(0) = x(T ) (3)If x(t) is a solution of (3), x(t + �t); �t 2 R is a solution as well. As wewill see in the following setion, this ontinuity of solutions leads to ill-poseddisretized systems, whih e.g. an be avoided by an additional onstraint onthe solution.Standard tehniques for solving periodi boundary value problems of type(3) are shooting tehniques, �nite-di�erene methods and Ritz-Galerkin teh-niques. Harmoni Balane is a Ritz-Galerkin method employing trigonometribasis funtions. In what follows we restrit ourselves to the Harmoni Balanetehnique whih is a reliable tehnique for simulating steady state responsesof eletroni systems.In the following setion we disuss algorithms for limit yle alulations.Setion 3 deals with strategies for inreasing the range of onvergene of thealgorithms for limit yle alulations. Examples that demonstrate the drastiimprovement of onvergene behavior by appliation of the aÆne invarianetehnique to Newton's method onlude this paper.2 Limit Cyle CalulationsIn the following we use the omplex form of the disrete Fourier transformfor ease of presentation, i.e. Y (�k) = Y (k)� where the asterisk representsomplex onjugate. The system size an be redued roughly by a fator oftwo when employing a sine/osine representation of the waveforms.2.1 The Standard ApproahAppliation of Harmoni Balane to the boundary value problem (3) leadsto a system of nonlinear algebrai equations:F (X;!) = I(X) + j 
(!)Q(X) = 0 (4)where ! = 2�T , F : CN(2K+1) � R ! CN(2K+1) , In = F in and Qn = F qn,where F represents the oeÆient matrix of the disrete Fourier transform.
 represents the time derivative in the frequeny domain:
 = [
nm℄ ; 
nm = �
nn if n = m0 if n 6= m (5)
nn = ! diag f�K; : : : ;�1; 0; 1; : : : ;Kg



Nonlinear equations of type (4) are generally solved by (damped) Newtontype tehniques whih require the partial derivatives of the onstitutive ele-ment relations. Let � be the ounter of the Newton proedure, then we gethJF (X(�); !(�)) �F (X(�);!(�))�! i ��X(�+1)�!(�+1) � = � �F (X(�); !(�)) �where JF = �I(X) = �X + j 
(!) �Q(X) = �X = G(X) + j 
(!) C(X)and �F (X;!)�! = j! 
 Q(X) (6)(4) is an under-determined system beause of the additional angular fre-queny ! as an unknown. This reets the property of autonomous sys-tems having a ontinuum of phase-shifted solutions. There are two well-known tehniques to overome this problem: Fix the phase of one harmoni,i.e. Ref(eml )T Xg = 0 where eml is the l-th anonial vetor of dimensionm := N (2K + 1) or solve the under-determined system (6) by a Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [4℄. The latter tehnique unfortunately needs a sin-gular value deomposition (SVD) or QR-deomposition whih both requireO(m3) operations. Furthermore, SVD and QR do not exploit the sparsity ofthe system and are therefore not appliable for industrial relevant iruits.The advantage of the Moore-Penrose inverse on the other hand is that italulates always the solution of (6) with the least Eulidian norm. The stan-dard approah for limit yle alulations of osillators an be found e.g. in[6℄.2.2 The Two Stage ApproahBy introduing an additional periodi probe voltage soure b(t) = b(t+T ) tothe node n of the osillator iruit, 1 � n � N , we an reformulate the au-tonomous DAE (3) with unknown periodi steady state as a non-autonomousDAE (1) with additional onstraints [13℄. The probe voltage soure injetsa urrent added to the list of unknowns, xN+1(t). From (2) we obtain thenon-autonomous DAEf(x) = i(x) + dq(x)dt + eNn xN+1 = 0xn � b(t) = 0 (7)eNn is the n-th anonial vetor of dimension N . Equation (7) is now a non-autonomous DAE of the form (1) and existing software for solving drivenHarmoni Balane problems an be re-used in solving (7) [12,8℄. The au-tonomous steady state solution of (3) is obtained if and only if xN+1(t) � 0.In the frequeny domain the following equations are obtained, using Kro-neker's 
 produtF (X) = I(X) + j 
 Q(X) + eNn 
XN+1Xn �B = 0 (8)



The steady state ondition is obtained if and only if the onstraintXN+1(B;!) = 0 (9)is met. Note that (9) is an under-determined system C 2K+1 � R ! C 2K+1beause the non-autonomous system (8) is assumed to be time-invariant.Equation (8) is solved, keeping stimulus B and ! �xed until onvergeneis reahed, by a damped Newton method in a �rst step. In the next stepthe approximate (B(�); !(�)) of (9) will be updated. The algorithm proeedswith the �rst step until onvergene of the outer loop is ahieved. The under-determined system (9) an be solved either by a Moore-Penrose pseudoin-verse, but now applied to a muh smaller system than that given by (6),or by gauging the problem by �xing the phase of the k-th harmoni of thestimulus, i.e. eKk T B � eK�kT B = 0.This two stage approah an be modi�ed in a natural way. Assume thatthere is a frequeny seletive resistane in series with the soure b(t) whih iszero for the fundamental waveform of b(t) and in�nite otherwise. We assumefurthermore a natural ordering of the frequenies, i.e. �K � k � K and letD = diag(0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0) 2 C (2K+1)�(2K+1)D selets the fundamental harmoni of the system. In a straightforward waythe algorithm with the frequeny dependent element an be written in thefrequeny domain asI(X)+j
Q(X) + eNn 
�DXN+1�= 0D(Xn �B) + (I �D)XN+1 = 0 (10)with the onstraint D XN+1(D B;!) + (I �D)B = 0 (11)Roughly speaking, voltage soure and soure urrent onsist only of a funda-mental waveform, all higher harmonis are set to zero. The under-determinedequation (11) may be solved by either a Moore-Penrose inverse or by gaug-ing the phase of the fundamental harmoni of the stimulus. This variant hassome natural advantages beause it is less error prone to detet a node of theunderlying autonomous iruit to whih the soure an be attahed. This isdue to the fat that with suh an additional soure it is less likely to reate asystem with inonsistent initial onditions. This an be explained as follows:Suppose, one reates while using the equations (8) and (9) a loop of idealvoltage soures and indutors. Beause an indutor is simply a short for DCone reates a system with a singular Jaobian and the soure urrents tendto in�nity.2.3 The One Stage ApproahThe one stage approah [12℄ might be onsidered as a ombination of thestandard and the two stage approah beause it is a one stage method like



the standard approah and it retains the idea of a probe voltage soure witha frequeny seletive element in series like the two stage algorithm. Using thefrequeny seleting matrix D introdued above, the algorithm omes downto this: I(X)+j
Q(X) + eNn 
�DXN+1�= 0D (Xn �B) + (I �D)XN+1 = 0D XN+1(D B;!) + (I �D) B = 0 (12)where (X; XN+1; B; !) are the unknowns. Eq. (12) is still under-determined.Authors in [12℄ gauge this system by �xing the phase of the fundamentalharmoni. Furthermore, to avoid onvergene towards the trivial solution adeation tehnique [3℄ by dividing by kBk2 has been used in [12℄. Eq. (12) isobviously very similar to the two stage algorithm (10,11). The di�erene liesin the fat that in (10) the inner system of equations is solved in a �rst step fora �xed stimulus b(t) and in a seond step the stimulus b(t) will be upgraded.The one stage approah is doing both in one step. Note that blok-Gaussianelimination may represent the two stages.3 Damping StrategiesFor all methods mentioned above Newton's method either fails to onvergeor onverges towards the trivial unstable operating point if the start-valuesare not lose enough to the orret solution.To inrease the onvergene range of the algorithms we applied damping toNewtons's method by introduing a damping fator �:�x(�+1) = JF (x(�))�1 � F (x(�))x(�+1) = x(�) + �� ��x(�+1); �� 2 R (13)Let x� be the exat solution. Beause x� is unknown the onvergene riterionx(�+1) � x� � x(�) � x� (14)annot be veri�ed. For this reason we have to substitute the "true" onver-gene riterion.The steepest desent method aepts an � if and only if the residual normof the (� + 1)-st iteration is smaller than the residual of the �-th iteration,namely F (x(�))2 � F (x(�+1))2 � 0 (15)A more sophistiated desent tehnique has been proposed by Shwetlik etal [11℄ where the � is hosen in suh a way that the residuals of the (�+1)-st



and �-th iteration ful�ll the requirementF (x(n))2 � F (x(n+1))2 � Æ � �F (x(n))2 �A� (16)whereA = F (x(�)) + JF (x(�)) � (x(�+1) � x(�))2The "true" desent on the left hand side of (16) has to be at least Æ timesthe predited desent whih we get through a linearization of F (x(�+1)) atpoint x(�).The onvergene riterion of the aÆne invariane tehnique published byDeuhard et al [10,5℄ is as follows:JF (x(�))�1 � F (x(�+1))2 � JF (x(�))�1 � F (x(�))2 (17)The name aÆne invariane stems from the fat, that the solution F (x) = 0is invariant under the aÆne transformation F ! G := B � F where B isan arbitrary regular matrix. Authors in [10,5℄ hoose an iteration-dependentB(�) := JF (x(�))�1, i.e. instead of monitoring the residual, the aÆne invari-ane tehnique monitors the update vetor �x of two Newton iterations: the�-th update vetor is �x(�) = JF (x(�))�1 F (x(�)) and the (�+1)-st iterationis approximately given by �x(�+1) � JF (x(�))�1 F (x(�+1)). In ase of on-vergene, the series of the �x onverges to zero. Therefore, an approximateestimate of the orret update �x(�+1) = JF (x(�+1))�1 � F (x(�+1)) is givenby �x(�+1) � JF (x(�))�1 � F (x(�+1)), hene we get (17). If the onvergeneondition (17) is not ful�lled, a new damping parameter �� has to be hosen.For a sophistiated hoie of the parameter �� we refer the reader to thepapers [10,5℄.Alternatively, the global homotopy methodf(x(�); �) = F (x)� (1� �)F (x0); 0 � � � 1where x0 is any initial guess, has been tested for the algorithms.In order to avoid onvergene towards the trivial solution, a deation teh-nique [3℄ by dividing F (X) by kBk2 has been used for the di�erent algorithms.4 ExamplesIn this setion, the simulation results of a VHF-osillator (VHF), a symmetriosillator (SYM) and a voltage ontrolled osillator (VCO) are given. Theiruits were simulated with the fast one stage approah (OSA) and therobust two stage approah (TSA), both stand alone and in onjuntion withdamping strategies mentioned in setion 3. The initialisation of the start-values was done by an AC-sweep (Kurokawa ondition [7℄). For the probevoltage soure we used as stimulus B = 0:01, 0:1 � B � 1:5 (stepsize = 0.1)and 2:0 � B � 5:0 (stepsize = 1.0). Table 1 shows the simulation results.



Table 1. Simulation resultsCiruit Algorithm Damping Convergene Range Av. Iter.VHF OSA / B = 0:1; 0:3 � B � 0:7 8VHF OSA AÆne Inv. 0:1 � B � 0:9 14VHF TSA / 0:3 � B � 0:9 18VHF TSA AÆne Inv. 0:01 � B � 1:2 37SYM OSA / 0:1 � B � 0:3 9SYM OSA AÆne Inv. 0:01 � B � 0:6 28SYM TSA / 0:1 � B � 0:4 21SYM TSA AÆne Inv. 0:01 � B � 0:7 65VCO OSA / 0:2 � B � 1:0; B = 2:0 8VCO OSA AÆne Inv. 0:01 � B � 1:0; B = 2:0 9VCO TSA / B = 0:6; 1:0 � B � 2:0 24VCO TSA AÆne Inv. 0:01 � B � 3:0; B = 5:0 42{ VHF: The one stage approah onverges to the limit yle for B =0:1; 0:3 � B � 0:7 within 8 iterations in average. The two stage algorithmis able to �nd the limit yle within a range of the stimulus 0:3 � B � 0:9within 18 total inner Newton iterations in average. The steepest desent,modi�ed steepest desent and the global homotopy method (setion 3)did not inrease the onvergene range of the algorithms, whereas theaÆne invariane tehnique applied to the one stage approah leads toa onvergene range of 0:1 � B � 0:9 demanding 14 iterations in av-erage. The onvergene range of the two stage algorithm inreases to0:01 � B � 1:2 when applying the aÆne invariane tehnique to the in-ner and outer loop inluding deation to the outer loop, with an averageamount of 37 inner Newton iterations.{ SYM: The aÆne invariane tehnique is able to inrease the range ofonvergene of the one stage approah from 0:1 � B � 0:3 up to 0:01 �B � 0:6 and of the two stage approah from 0:1 � B � 0:4 up to0:01 � B � 0:7. The steepest desent, modi�ed steepest desent and theglobal homotopy method did not inrease the onvergene range of thealgorithms.{ VCO: Also for this iruit the steepest desent, modi�ed steepest de-sent and the global homotopy method did not inrease the range ofonvergene of the algorithms. But the appliation of the aÆne invari-



ane tehnique inreases the onvergene range of the one and the twostage algorithm signi�antely.5 ConlusionThe one stage algorithm requires roughly 1=3 of the Newton iterations om-pared to the two stage tehnique. The small range of onvergene towardsthe limit yle for the initial probe amplitude B an be expanded drastiallyby employing the aÆne invariane tehnique. The aÆne invariane showssuperior properties ompared with (modi�ed) steepest desent tehniquesand homotopy methods, requiring only slightly more overhead. In all iruitsunder test the aÆne invariane method applied to the two stage algorithmexhibits a wider range of onvergene for the initial probe amplitude thanthe one stage method in onjuntion with aÆne invariane.Referenes1. H.G. Brahtendorf, Simulation des eingeshwungenen Zustands elektronisherShaltungen, Shaker, Aahen, 1994.2. H.G. Brahtendorf, G. Welsh, R. Laur, A. Bunse-Gerstner, \Numerial steadystate analysis of eletroni iruits driven by multi-tone signals", EletrialEngineering 79, pp. 103-112, 1996.3. K.M. Brown, W.B. Gearhart,\Deation Tehniques for the Calulation of Fur-ther Solutions of a Nonlinear System", Numerishe Mathematik, Vol. 16, pp.334-342, 1971.4. P. Deuhard, \Computation of periodi solutions of nonlinear ODE's", BIT,Vol. 24, pp. 456-466, 1984.5. P. Deuhard, A. Hohmann, Numerishe Mathematik I: Eine algorithmish ori-entierte Einf�uhrung, de Gruyter, New York, 19936. K.S. Kundert, J.K. White, A. Sangiovanni-Vinentelli, \Steady-state methodsfor simulating analog iruits", Kluwer Aademi Publ., Boston, 1990.7. K. Kurokawa, \Some basi harateristis for broadband negative resistaneosillators", Bell. Syst. Teh. J., Vol. 48, pp. 1937-1955, 1969.8. E.J.W. ter Maten, \Numerial methods for frequeny domain analysis of ele-troni iruits", Surv. Meth. Ind., Vol. 8, pp. 171-185, 1999.9. E. Ngoya, A. Su�arez, R. Sommet, R. Qu�er�e, \Steady State Analysis of Free orFored Osillators by Harmoni Balane and Stability Investigation of Periodiand Quasi-Periodi Regimes", Int. J. Mirowave and Millimeter-Wave CAD,Vol. 5, No. 3, pp. 210-223, 1995.10. U. Nowak, L. Weimann, \A Family of Newton Codes for Systems of Highly Non-linear Equations", Tehnial Report TR-91-10, Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum, Berlin,1991.11. H. Shwetlik, H. Kretzshmar, Numerishe Verfahren f�ur Naturwissenshaftlerund Ingenieure, Fahbuhverlag Leipzig, Leipzig, 1991.12. M.F. Sevat, T.J. Engelen, J.C.H. van Gerwen, E.J.W. ter Maten, \HarmoniBalane Algorithm in Pstar", Philips Eletronis N. V. 1998.13. G. Welsh, Analyse des eingeshwungenen Zustands autonomer und nihtau-tonomer elektronisher Shaltungen, Shaker, Aahen, 1998.


